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The most important Essential Skills for Servers are: 

Thinking Skills, Oral Communication 
 
Servers bring food and drinks to the customers in the dining area.  They bill customers.  They maintain stocks 
and maintain the cleanliness of the area.  They maintain the cleanliness of the dining area and sometimes stand 
in as cocktail waitresses, bussers or hostesses as needed. 
 
 

Typical Level & 
Most Complex 

How Servers use Essential Skills 

 
A. READING TEXT 

1-2 Servers read and memorize menus and specials, memos from management, and food labels. 

B. USE OF DOCUMENTS  

1-2 
 

Servers read and follow computerized till messages, keep track of beverages consumed on bill, 
make entries in kitchen log, fill in float sheets. 

C. WRITING  

1-2 
3 

Servers make entries on kitchen log, keep track of stock at banquets, may copy menu to help them 
remember, may write a lengthy incident report. 

D. NUMERACY  

1-2 Servers provide and handle their own float, make change, record credit card and Interac 
transactions, vouchers, gift certificates, chips on computerized till and reconcile with closing “read”.  
Multiply settings by number of customers expected.  Estimate space for large groups. 

E. ORAL COMMUNICATION  

1-2 Servers put customers at ease, offer information, and check back.  Go through taste plates with 
cooks.  Consult with co-workers about breaks and closing stations.   

F. THINKING SKILLS  

1-2 
 

Servers assist customers as needed.  Determine when a customer has had too much to drink.  May 
make suggestions and observations about the buffet.  Are systematic about taking orders from large 
groups.  Organize everything they need for busy periods. 

G. WORKING WITH OTHERS 

1 Servers have opportunities to make suggestions about improvements.  They work together to 
schedule their work and they train new hires. 

H. COMPUTER USE  

2 Servers use the computerized till to record all transactions but do not have access to a computer. 

I. CONTINUOUS LEARNING 

 Servers apply previous experience or learn on the job and from co-workers. 

J. OTHER INFORMATION 

 Servers have a physically demanding job.  They are on their feet for long shifts, balancing heavy 
trays and pushing carts.  They need manual dexterity to serve drinks and handle the till.  They are 
easy-going and helpful. 

 

Essential Skills Summary – SERVER 
 


